
  Welcome to
                Andromeda Software Product Summary

We are pleased to present the  Andromeda Product  The Plug-in product demos are 
divided into Production Software Sets for easier recognition.  The demo installers are located in their 
respective folders with any tutorial images or Quickstart Guides that are available. 

Demos Folder. 

Some of the Demos are functional, that is they will allow output back to Photoshop. The Techtures Filter 
allows full use of a limited number of texture tiles provided within the demo. The Series 1 Demo allows full use 
of the cMulti filter which is one of 10 Filters in the Series 1 Product. Please refer to each product 

for specific information.
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Below is a product summary and information on how to .  We hope you enjoy using and learning 
with our products.

contact us
  Visit our on line store to purchase products, or get more info at www.andromeda.com

PHOTOGRAPHIC TOOLS AND LENS EFFECTS

Andromeda VariFocus Filter
Defocus then Focus to the Point - this depth of field effect is an Andromeda 
developed variable defocusing technology. Focus on an area by using our aperture 
masks or import your own. Distort, shift and save masks.  Use the positive and 
negative unsharp masking controls before you apply focus/defocus to sharpen your 
image or to create a special effect. 

Andromeda LensDoc Filter
  A Photoshop compatible plug-in that 

corrects barreling and pincushioning distortions in your photos which are produced 
by many zoom and wide angle lenses.   LensDoc also allows you to make simple 
perspective and rotational adjustments.  Use the easy step by step Novice 
interface, or  Professional level Expert Mode.  Identify curved lines that should be 
straight and place the target points, LensDoc does the rest.

A universal  solution to lens distortions -

Perspective Filter
 A unique Photoshop 

compatible plug-in that uses a camera paradigm to introduce or enhance depth or 
perspective distortions in your images. Change and conform multiple images or 
text characters.  Use factory presets with a visual interface or create your own. A 
quick and intuitive perspective tool.

View and manipulate your image through our "lens" -

ARTISTIC SCREENING TOOLS

Andromeda Screens Filter
Line Conversion and Mezzotint Master... Reinvented for the desktop. Converts 
gray-scale into a wide variety of different line art screens from 15 to 400 lpi. 
featuring mezzotints, sharp contrast mezzograms, mezzoblends, ellipses, lines, 
circles, spokes, waves or any blended combination. A 5 star, World Class Winner! 
 

Andromeda Cutline Filter
Digital Engraving and Woodcut Effects

 

The Andromeda Cutline Filter for digital engraving and woodcuts, has four screens 
uniquely suited for exceptional hand engraved and woodcut effects. Specific tools 
allow for positioning and adjustment of directional screen lines.

Andromeda EtchTone Filter
  Andromeda has developed a unique process for filter 

simulating the the look of a steel etch starting with gray/color photograph or 
illustration.  The resulting etched continuous tone output resembles age old 
printing that just softens the harshness of the solid black and white etching.

Continuous Tone Art -



GRAPHIC DESIGN RESOURCES

Andromeda Three-D Filter
99% of Your Daily 3D Requirement. (Series 2) Offers true 3D surface wrapping,
viewpoint control, image and surface manipulation, and shading for scene building 
and compositing images, 3-D visualization and package design. A digital 
product only.

Andromeda Three-D Luxe Filter
Don't just Surface Wrap! The best 3-D plug in for quality rendering. 
Expands the functionality of it's predecessor (Series 2) to include texture 
wrapping and combining images from Photoshop using textures and new 
features within the Filter. Add the new dropout, texturing and combine 
features to your imported  image; or create a whole new one. New features
include Stressed, Riveted, Aged, Mesh, and Alien sculpted surfaces. 
Combine 3D textures, 3D surface and your input photo. Adjust the 
contribution from each layer for phenomenal effects...

  

Andromeda Techtures Filter
Not just another texture library - Techtures offers over 500 hand rendered tiles 
which can be modified using "engines" within the filter and dozens of instant 
special effects: Smoke, Stars, Explosions, Water Droplets, Lightening, 
Embossing, and dimensional and environmental texturing.

Andromeda Shadow Filter
Real Three-D Shadowing -   No other shadowing plug-in has these features: 
Natural soft edges and Blurring, Drop and Cast shadows imposed on a Moveable 
Plane, Multiple Shadowing with Four Moveable Lights, Perspective Shadows with a 
Virtual Camera and Stereo 3D Viewing.

  

Andromeda Velociraptor Filter
Wildly Different Motion Trails - You'll notice the difference when you create your
first motion trail. Velociraptor is the only plug-in filter that allows the user to create
stylized motion trails that can Arc, Bounce, Cascade, Converge, Curve, Decline, 
Diminish, Jolt, Jitter, Loop, Spiral, Spring, Streak, Trail, or Wave.

 

SCIENTIFIC TOOLS
Andromeda Measurement Filter
For Medical-Scientific or Graphic Arts Image Analysis.   Examine an image
with more detail and flexibility than can be done in Photoshop. The Measurement 
Filter uses paths as rulers for measurement. Line Profiles, Histograms, Distance, 
Angles. Simultaneously examine same data in multiple formats.  Output 
measurements to the clipboard.  New rulers (paths) can be imported, created and 
edited with a full Illustrator like tool set inside the filter.

 

PLUGINS FOR PAGEMAKERTM

Andromeda PhotoTiler Plug-in
Arrange It Quick and Easy! An essential Plug-in for Adobe PageMaker. Loads 
and labels images automatically.  Provides batch loading.  Adjust margins, 
number of cells, spacing, rules, autoscale and captioning for batch processing. 
Perfect for print or web image organization, photo albums, catalogs,  and real 
estate and car ads. 

 



ANDROMEDA ONLINE SERVICES
 - An online Photo Effects site powered by 

Andromeda Software Inc.  Use these web enabled plug-in effects, image 
correction, and layout templates online using a standard browser..  A free
demonstration and evaluation site is available. You are invited to use the services 
to see how the Internet can be your application for photo manipulation. 

eFXservices.com website

 

- TeARTservices.com website hree unique studios of hand rendered images, 
digitized, offering a collection of fine art paintings and sketches. The collection at 
the www.eARTservices.com studios website emphasize a variety of fine art styles 
and themes carefully hand done with minimal background for digital media use. 
Comp. sized image examples are on this CD inside the Andromeda Online eFX-
eART FoldÜr.
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